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Abstract  

 

The central theme of this paper is to identify the different savings patterns of the Kochi city 

based on their income; all the techniques of tax saving investments are the main factors of this 

study. Tax planning may be visible as a method for intelligent use of professional statistics 

while orchestrating one's problems with the final goal of having the purposefully given rate 

advantages in mild of public necessities regarding the authority and proper evaluation. Tax 

planning is neither rate evasion nor rate repugnance. It is the accurate plans of one's monetary 

problems to draw the little gamble to rate or defer the duty concerning the ensuing time body 

through benefitting diverse persuading powers, concessions, rewards, reductions and reliefs 

obliged regarding present value guidelines. All statistics were organized and dissected with 

the assistance of measurable apparatuses. Factual Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 

emerged as applied for the examination. Rates, midpoints, proportions, score tables, rank 

relationships, t-check out, and chi-square was used to observe the statistics. T-test and chi-

square test was applied to research whether or not there may be a substantial differentiation in 

the reactions of the college in the public area and within the personal area. Connection 

emerges as used to discover the alliance in expressions of hints for development in rate 

arranging measures amongst a group of workers in the private and public areas. 

Keywords: Tax Planning, Employee Salary. 
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1. Introduction 

 Planning predicted an excellent function closer to the near of the twentieth hundred 

years and continues with certainly increasing skyline within the twenty-first century. For the 

economic development of any nation, preparations need to be relied on with a quit aim to flow 

into the monetary assets delicately or on precedence status quo to better the financial 

functionality of the more significant susceptible regions of the overall public. For the proper 

execution of the development programs, a great base of public cash has moreover to be 

constructed, which requires colossal offers. An extraordinary thing of this is completed thru 

the social occasion of fees. Raising general requests through tax series is a notable inclusion 

of a monetary framework. It certainly does now by no means contain any greater weight on 

the experts further as with internal the example of borrowings. 

 

Consequently, tax series is a concept approximately to be the least complicated stockpile of 

elevating public offers. The affordable idea of the tax evaluation tenet is to realize the 

maximum offers within the frame canvases of the tenet. The non-compulsory hand fee of fees 

decreases the residents' dispensable income and forces them a weigh. Since price through the 

technique for definition is a fee without direct quid organized quo, every citizen desires to pay 

the negligible within the country of duties. Subsequently, the continuing citizen is 'in the 

various lines': whether or not he wants to stay satisfied cloth after what's left thru the 

technique of technique for the burdening authorities or whether or not there is probably an 

extension for him to lower the pervasiveness of obligation to the negligible viable degree. 

Here price making preparations have predicted far - accomplishing significance withinside the 

complicated intricacies of the tax series lawful regulations. The making preparations have 

proven a deliverer of the cash associated presence of the citizen who can lower the 
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commonness of obligation to the insignificant withinside the occasion that he is geared up for 

plan his fee undertakings perseveringly and keenly. Tax planning preparations may be 

portrayed as a courting of one's monetary undertakings in this kind of manner that without 

dismissing in any way the prison preparations, the total gain is taken of all exclusions, 

derivations, concessions, refunds, remittances and various reliefs or endowments certify under 

the Act all collectively that the burden of tax series, as a manner as plausible, is the least. Tax 

planning preparations may, consequently, be regarded as a technique of eager programming of 

professional talent at the same time as making preparations one's undertakings an excellent 

technique to getting the intentionally geared up price favours at the opportunity of national 

desires according with the regulative and criminal evaluation. Tax planning preparations are 

neither tax avoidance nor price aversion. It is the medical making preparations of one's cash 

associated undertakings on this type of manner as to attract in negligible lawful responsibility 

to fee or postpone of the obligation valid legal responsibility concerning the ensuing duration 

thru the technique of technique for profiting of various motivators, concessions, recompenses, 

refunds and reliefs geared up for, with withinside the putting of contemporary obligation valid 

regulations. 

 

Tax planning entail an escalated and current talent for evaluating proper rules for every 

scenario. An up-to-date cap potential of the guideline of thumb tenet fundamental is 

unsatisfactory. However, one must heed the adjudicator and make legal regulations within the 

country of various determinations of the Courts. The case tenet is one of the five supreme 

strategies to research price-making preparations. The selections of the Supreme Courts and 

diverse High Courts display seasons of success and useless fee-making practices. The pieces 

touch upon miscellaneous preparations of valid fee regulations and their product to precise 

circumstances. The query of expertise of tenet can furthermore have a course on the pride or 
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unhappiness of obligation making preparations. The fliers gave thru the technique for the 

Central Board of Direct Taxes now and then is probably of a truckload use to the residents. In 

addition, a valid system of fee-making preparations ought to be painstakingly gotten smaller 

next to thinking that something is executed isn't always commonly satisfactory carefully 

withinside the frameworks of artwork of tenet besides further following the regulative dreams 

and want to sound realistic to any affordable individual. 

 

2. Scope of the Study  

Tax series is concept approximately as a convoluted be counted number influencing economic 

making preparations of every character earnings rate surveys. The volume of the cutting-edge 

be aware is obliged to the cost making preparations measures accompanied via the approach 

of approach for the salaried earnings rate. The be aware moreover assesses the quantity of 

acknowledgement of team of workers on proper rate guidelines and cost making preparations. 

The economic reserve finances propensities, subsidizing design, compensation of liabilities, 

rate making preparations measures accompanied for the span under being aware and the 

diploma of acknowledgement of college on applicable rate guidelines and cost making 

preparations measures have been taken into consideration and assessed. 

 

3. Review of Literature  

Rajni Bedi (2007) pondered and assessed the presentation, modifications and motivating 

forces of personal advantages fee tool in India. The duration settled on the awareness modified 

into AY 1993 - 1994 to 2002 - '03. The word attempted the modifications in admire of 

allowances and exclusions available under the distinctive heads of advantages for the period 

under the term and their effect. It modified into noticed that restrictions of the subsidies, 

reductions and exceptions were conveyed occasionally without a check of the full effect of the 
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high-quality plans. Taken all in all, the methods, in reality, do now by no means once more 

appear to fulfil or in shape inner a selected association of standards. Thus it modified into 

endorsed that the ones motivators want to be evaluated and removed anywhere conceivable. 

Moreover, the word resolved that modifications within the evaluation of valid regulations 

must be made negligible to decrease intricacy in legal fee regulations. It urged that the Govt. 

have to surrender the pastime of offering modifications and concessions in every year's 

economic plan. The word located that the quantity of personal advantages fee in preferred 

obligation offers of the Central Government progressed from 12.05 constant with a penny to 

17.05 dependable under the span of the word. The word inferred that the many exceptions, 

derivations and reductions available now no longer first-class, disintegrated the fee base and 

complicated the evaluation of valid regulations. 

 

Sathyavathi Parol (2006) targeted the obligation inclusion and fee the executives closer to 

salaried heavenliness from pioneer period till date, rate consistency of the salaried as opposite 

to non-salaried, calculation of earnings in evaluation with diverse reevaluate and various 

additives applicable to slight of assessment and its effect on salaried. Be aware that there is 

probably no expel within the conditions, which legitimizes the alternate in rate inclusion 

closer to the salaried radiance from sensitive to hard. She believed that the fee form is 

informal, rate sections are skinny, and the diploma is steep at least level. The salaried are extra 

distinguished and exposed to the peripheral effect of certification and wrongs of phase creep 

because of the non-indexation of fee sections. The be aware discovered that salaried 

employers contrastingly circumstanced in topics of rate consistency, the executives and 

assortment. Considering one's issues, that is what the attention presumed, salaried basis 

deserves brilliant treatment.  
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M. Govinda Rao (2005) dissected the Indian cost gadget regarding its form and tasks. It 

analyzed that the modifications in Indian responsibility gadgets in multiple elements are 

remarkable. Dissimilar to maximum excessive growing international locations that have been 

directed in their responsibility modifications via multilateral organizations, Indian cost gadget 

have borne the house image via way of means of and massive in reaction to alterations within 

the development approach beyond regular time while preserving in song with the institutional 

preparations within the country. It modified into mentioned that no matter whether or not the 

Govt. searched for assistance from multilateral monetary foundations, the strains of these 

foundations did now by no means once more right away convert right into a time desk for rate 

extrude. India's cost extrudes systems were extensively similar to global turns of activities and 

notions proffered via the professional partnerships and modified into song with terrific 

international practices.  

 

Singh and Srinivasan (2004) focused on India's inclusion modifications consisting of 

monetary inclusion. They believed that promoting increment can likewise require surrendering 

some diagonal costs and lifting offers from numerous cutting-edge prices or inconvenience of 

recent duties. Concentrate on observed that superior evaluation the executives and 

requirement remains one of the giant locales of extruding. Charge extra is a primary bit closer 

to growing Government offers in addition to bringing down small financial bends.  

 

Mitra and Stern (2003) dissected the improvement and modifications of cost designs of 

Central and South-Eastern Europe and the Baltic (CSB) and Commonwealth of Independent 

States (CIS). It modified into observed that the percentage of responsibility - offers to GDP 

faded via means of and massive because of fall in offers from the company blessings rate, 

however a vertical push withinside the volume of guy or girl blessings rate. Social safety 
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commitments and finance costs have grown to be drastically less essential within the 

Commonwealth of Independent Nations. Domestic sideways charges obtained extra 

distinguished significance in crucial evaluation incomes. The creators observed that there was 

broadened function of personal blessings tax series, and people traits went in a path in 

competition to those observed in horrific worldwide regions as they get extra extravagant. To 

enhance the rate the executives, it modified into prescribed that citizens need to be made 

aware about the stylish mind of tax evaluation, help wants with being made available solely to 

massive residents and folks who need to regulate intentionally. The consistence cost needs to 

be decreased. 

 

4. Hypothesis 

H0. There is no significant difference between the employees of the private sector and the 

public sector concerning their savings pattern concerning annual income. 

H0 There is no significant difference between the satisfaction level of the respondents and 

their loan providers  

 

5. Analysis  

5.1. Savings outline  

Income Group Savings Pattern 

Low-income Cluster Up to 20 per cent 

Lower middle-Income Cluster 10 - 30 per cent 

Higher Middle Income Cluster 10 - 30 per cent 

High Income Cluster 10 - 30 per cent 
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It is identified that the lower income group has a savings of 20 per cent of their income in 

various financial institutions and the instruments like kuries etc.; the lower middle-income 

group is also showing a savings pattern of 10-30 per cent, whereas the higher middle and the 

high-income group are showing a similar saving pattern that is almost they are saving up to a 

maximum of 30 per cent which starts fro ten percentage  

There is no significant difference between income group and savings pattern 

 Cluster  Anova  df Sig. - value 

 

Chi-

Square 

Low Income Cluster 11.634  4 0.23 

Lower Middle Income 

Cluster 

7.564  4 0.19 

Upper Middle Income 

Cluster 

12.596  4 0.30 

High Income Cluster 15.433  4 0.53 

 

The above ANOVA table measures the significant difference between the income cluster and 

their saving pattern. The results show that there is not much significant difference between the 

mean of the selected respondents saving habits and their income clusters, all the cluster's 

important values are greater than the acceptance limit; therefore, the null hypothesis is 

accepted.  

 

6. Pattern of Tax-Saving Investments  

Investments are made in monetary belongings in addition to bodily belongings. The precise 

function of economic assets is that you possibly can shop in small bits and continuously. The 

survey becomes primarily based on subsequent monetary belongings: 'financial institution 

deposits', 'chitties and juries, 'capital market' and 'others'. The 'others' class in monetary 
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belongings covered contractual financial savings (financial savings below provident fund 

scheme, existence coverage policies, pension budget etc.). The analysis is undertaken on the 

premise of the annual profits of the respondents. 

 

Financial Assets Status MeanValue 

(`) 

t - value p - value 

With Banks 
Private 35,908 

1.195  0.275 

Public 29,692 

Chitties and Kuries 
Private 23,043 

0.521  0.740 

Public 21,884 

Capital Market 
Private 17,522 

-0.464 0.659 

Public 15,000 

Others 
Private 22,590 

2.566  0.001 

Public 9,545 

Total Financial 

Assets 

Private 44,469 
0.912 0.395 

Public 39,724 

 

 In a way, because the low profits institution is concerned, suggest annual investments 

in monetary belongings discovered that the essential bite of investments become in 'financial 

institution deposits' accompanied by 'chitties and kuries in both zones. Annual investments in 

'financial institution deposit' were ` 35,908 for the non-public zone and ` 29,692 for the 

general public zone. The investments in 'chitties and kuries' were ` 23,043 for the non-public 

zone and ` 21884 for the general public zone. The 'capital market' investments (` 17,522) 

acquired the least weightage for the non-public zone at the same time as withinside the public 

zone the 'others' class has the bottom cost of ` 9,545. It can be referred to that investment 
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made in monetary belongings have been better withinside the non-public sector (imply value, 

` 44,469) compared to the general public sector (imply value, ` 39,724) and that many of the 

monetary belongings' financial institution deposits' have been the maximum desired one in 

both sector. 

Priority for Investments in Physical Assets 

Income 

Group 

Low 

Income 

Group 

Lower 

Middle 

Income 

Group 

Upper 

Middle 

Income 

Group 

High 

Income 

Group 

Type of 

Org. 
Private Public Private Public Privat

e 

Public Private Public 

 

Priority 

Order 

1 
Real 

Estate 
Gold Gold Gold 

Real 

Estate 

Real 

Estate 

Real 

Estate 

Real 

Estate 

2 Gold 
Real 

Estate 

Real 

Estate 

Real 

Estate 
Gold Gold Gold Gold 

 

The maximum desired funding in physical assets became gold in each sector for respondents 

in decreased centre profits institutions at the same time as it became actual property in higher 

centre profits and excessive profits group. Concerning the low-income group, public zone 

respondents desired gold while non-public zone desired existing property. Interviews with the 

tax professionals and monetary planners found that investments in gold occupied a better 

function amongst personnel because it stood as a shield towards inflation with the aid of using 

capital appreciation within the value. Deleting phase 80L from the Income Tax Act and the 

ensuing taxability of profits from investments made gold a maximum desired to fund for a few 

of the salaried profits tax assessments. However, excessive profits companies spend an 

excellent component of their profits on actual property. As far as lower middle and upper 

middle income had been concerned, it became public zone personnel who made better 

investments in general bodily assets. In contrast, non-public zone personnel made better 

investments in general physical assets within the low income and upper middle-income 

groups. 
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7. Satisfaction Towards the Loan Providers by the Different Income Group 

There is no significant difference between the satisfaction level of the respondents and their 

loan providers  

Descriptives 

INCOME_GROUP 

 N Mean Std. 

Deviatio

n 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence 

Interval for Mean 

Mini

mum 

Maxi

mum 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

H.DISSA

TISFIED 
15 

1.000

0 
.00000 

.0000

0 
1.0000 1.0000 1.00 1.00 

NEUTRA

L 
3 

2.000

0 
.00000 

.0000

0 
2.0000 2.0000 2.00 2.00 

SATISFIE

D 
21 

2.428

6 
.50709 

.1106

6 
2.1977 2.6594 2.00 3.00 

H,SATISF

IED 
18 

3.666

7 
.48507 

.1143

3 
3.4254 3.9079 3.00 4.00 

Total 57 
2.421

1 
1.10109 

.1458

4 
2.1289 2.7132 1.00 4.00 

 

 

ANOVA 
INCOME_GROUP 

 Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

Between 

Groups 
58.752 3 19.584 113.526 .000 

Within Groups 9.143 53 .173   

Total 67.895 56    

  

The table above shows the significant difference between the income group of the 

respondents and their satisfaction with different loan providers. The result shows a difference 

in the opinion of different income groups towards the loan providers. All other income groups 

except the  lower-income group are having significantly different from the other groups.   
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8. Priority Towards Loans and Liabilities  

It became found that housing loans constituted the maximum essential outflow in phrases of 

reimbursement of liabilities. This becomes proper for respondents in both areas for all of the 

profits businesses besides the higher middle-income group and higher income group within 

the public area. For the higher middle-income group within the public area, it becomes 

education and other alied loans; for the higher income group it becomes different liabilities 

that constitute the most outflow. The above observations underlined the social significance of 

using the housing area and schooling area within the State. Even though schooling loans had 

been taken no longer surely for buying tax benefits, the explosive and pricey nature of better 

schooling compelled the personnel to avail themselves of such mortgage centres and avail 

themselves of the tax gain derived from the hobby paid thereon. 

 

9. Conclusion  

Analyzing the financial savings conduct and funding sample of personnel below the diagnosed 

profits companies of the non-public zone and the general public zone, it turned into found that 

variations existed withinside the financial savings and funding sample observed with the aid 

of using personnel in both zones. Regarding the financial savings sample of personnel, it 

turned into observed that tremendous distinction existed withinside the financial savings 

sample of the personnel in both zone thinking about the proportion of financial savings to 

overall profits in regards to 'low-income group', 'high middle-income group' and 'high-income 

group' even as no tremendous distinction existed withinside the financial savings sample of 

both sectors of 'lower middle-income group'. The financial savings of the 'low-income group' 

ranged 'up to twenty in step with cent' even as in all different companies it turned into '10 - 30 

in step with cent of annual profits. Regarding funding in monetary belongings, financial 

institution deposits have been observed to be the greatest favoured economic asset amongst 
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personnel within the non-public zone and many public zone personnel within the low profits 

organization. Capital marketplace funding confirmed a decreased degree of choice in both 

zones. The 'others' class acquired precedence amongst personnel within the public zone and 

those within the low-profit organization. As far as the total funding in monetary belongings is 

concerned, it turned into the non-public zone personnel who made better investments. The 

maximum financing favoured in physical assets turned into gold in each sector for respondents 

in lower middle-income groups even as it turned into the actual property in the top middle and 

higher income groups. Concerning the low-income group, the general public zone respondents 

favoured gold even as the non-public zone favoured existing property. As a long way as 

decreased centre profits organization and excessive profits companies have been concerned, it 

turned into the general public zone personnel who made better investments in overall bodily 

belongings, in which as withinside the low-income group and top middle-income group, the 

non-public zone personnel made better investments in general physical belongings. 

Regarding compensation of liabilities, it turned into located that housing mortgages 

constituted the maximum essential outflow in phrases of payment of penalties. This turned 

into respondents in both zones for all the profits besides the top and higher income groups 

within the public area. It became apparent from the above inferences that personnel in toto 

now no longer have systematic funding-making plans. That is the cause why they, in large 

part, spend money on gold and actual property. One should sincerely argue that personnel 

should keep cash in tax-saving contraptions by transferring funding from gold or real property 

to one's gadgets. But arriving at one of these ends won't be accurate within the experience that 

higher income group would possibly have reached their most financial savings restrict and 

consequently spend money on gold and actual property. However, to arrive at a concrete end, 

it's vital to apprehend the tax-making plan measures observed with the aid of using the 

personnel. The subsequent bankruptcy takes up this difficulty in detail. 
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